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                              AbstracS

   The experimental study on the reaction

        ff+'P -e KÅ}Ksrr;n

at 8.06GeV/c has been performecl using a spectrometer at KEK. The number of pions
incident upon the liquid hydrogen target amounted to 1.34Å~10ii. 4000 samples of the
1<Å}Ksrr; events have been collected, Two peaks at 1.28 GeV and l.42 GeV are observed in

the K'Ksrrrp effective mass distribution. II'he masses and widths of these resonances are

calculated to be D(1280): 1,280Å}O,O06GeV(M), 15Å}5MeV(F) and E(1280): l.424Å}O.O06
GeV(M), 35Å}6MeV(b, A partial wave analysis based on the isobar model has been
performed to study the spin parity of D(1280) and E(1420). The result on D(l280) is
J"C==1" and on E(l420) is JPC==O" and different from the previous l'" assignment The
decay mode of the E(1420) mesoR is found to be crrr with a little admixture of K*KÅÄ Kr"K.

1. Intreduetien

    The color gauge theory has brought a great success to the quark model. The
theory alse predicts the bound states of gluons (glueball) by the direct gluon-gluon

coupling. The spin, parity, mass and width of the glueball were estimated by some
authors based on the laÅítice, bag and potential models of QCD.i) The predicted mass is

comparable to that of the ordinary meson.i) The predicted J"C are O", 2'" and Oan' for

low mass states, where J, Pancl Care the spin, parity and charge conjugation quantum

numbers, respectively. The verification of the glueball wlll give a strong support to the

theory, especially to the RoR-aberian field property. Unfortunately the low mass states

of glueballs have the same quantum numbers as gq- states. So tke identification of the

glueball is very difficult. However, some guidelines to search glueballs were given by

several authors. The first is the search for the state which can not be assigned to the qq-

multiplets of the quark model. The second is the search for the state produced in hard
gluon process sueh as the radiative decay process of J/Åë.2) The third ls based on the

Savor symmetry property that the glueball is SU(3) flavor singlet state.3) The fourth is

the narrowness of the staee which is considered to be analogous to the OZI forbidden
decay.4) These last two properties of the glueball is useful to search the glueball.
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    Thus whole meson spectrum must be studied to account the possibility of existence

of glueballs. The data accumulation of both favorable and unfavorable channels for the

gluebal} production is very important to clarify Åíhe problem.

    In hadronic reaction the E(1420) meson decaying iRto KsKÅ} rf was observed in the
pP annihilations at rest by Armenteros et al..5) Subgequent analysis was performed by

Baillon et al6) for various charged states of the KKrr system out of the KrK3rr state.

The observation of the decay mode KsKsrre established its charge conjugation to be

C =+1 an(l assigned to be IG==O". The spin parity analysis resulted in the .IP=O-

asslgnment.
    Tlte E(1420) meson has been a}so observed in the rr-p reaction7) and ln the p]
annihilation at O.7 and O.76GeV/c.8'9) But these experiments preferred the J" :1"

assignment with less statistical significance.

    Then in the the rr"p reaction at 4 GeV/c the production of the E(1420) mesons was

observecl by Dionisi et al. and assigned to the isosca}ar of J"C :1"' nonet by the Dalitz
p}ot analysis.iO)

    Recently the Mark II grottp observed prominent peak near 1.4 GeV in the KKrr
mass distribution in the J/ip radiative decay for the first time.ii) The decay branching

ratio is shown to be comparable to that of the rp' mesons and it was about e.5e/o of whole

J/ip decay. The large branching ratio in the J/ip radiative decay is one of the reason

that this state is considered to be a glueball candidate. At the first stage of the analysis

this state was considered to be the same state as the E(1420) mesoB. However,
Ishikawa pointed out thaÅí the l"" assignment is questionablei2) ancl Chanowitz claimed

thaÅí this state is differnt from the E(l420) meson.'3) Crystalball group showed that the

J"C = O-' assignment was favorable and they named it the t (144e) meson.i4) Crystalball

group also showed that the branching ratio of the t (i440) meson to rprr" rr- was small.i5)

This result conflicts with the fact that the e(1440) meson seems to decay into arr and

that the a (980) meson has a large branÅëhing ratio decaying into rprr. This fact has been

considered to be very puzzllng.

    The radiative decay process was further studied by the MARK III group with high
statistics.i6) The Berman-Jacob technique which did not contaln the assumption on the

two body decay properÅíies of the L (1440) meson was used to assign the spin and pariÅíy.

The result showed an agreement with the previous J"==O- assignment.

    On the other hand the E(1420) meson was observed with better statistics in the
central region production in the pp and rr'p reactions by the Omega spectrometer at
CERN and the E(l420) meson was assigned again to 1"" by Dalitz plot analysis.i7)

However, in the recent high statistics rrww P charge exchange experiment at 8 GeV/c, a

prominent enhancement near 1.42 GeV was observed by the multiparticle spectrometer
at BNL and assigned to J"C = e-" by Zemach amplitude analysis.i8)

    The rr-p - rprr"rr- n reaction was stud'ied for the first time by Stanton et al. at 8.45

GeV/c and they found the pseudoscalar resonance at 1.27 GeV by the partial wave
altalysis (PWA).i9) The same process at 8.06 GeV/c was also studied by the charged
and gamma spectrometer at KEK.20) By the partial wave analysis based on the isobar

model the pseudoscalar mesons arouRd 1.27 GeV and 1.42 GeV in the arr wave were
observed. The arr and erp waves interfere destructively in t5e mass region of !.42 GeV.
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This fact explains the suppression of the enhancement of 1.42 GeV in the nrr'rr- rnass
distribution.20)

    The status among the E(1420) meson and the t(1440) meson is very much
confusing as briefiy summarized above. The spin-parity assignment of the E(1420)
mesoR is sti}l ambiguous. The problem related to the decay mode of the t (l440) meson

is not clearly understood. In addition to these whether the E(1420) meson and the
t (l440) meson are the same or di{ferent states is an open problem. These problem to be

solved deeply related to whether the t (l440) meson could be a glueball.

   We studied the reactioR

          rr'P " KÅ} KsrrÅë+n
                       L rr+rr-,

with the same spectrometer as that was used to study the vrr"rr- state in the n- p
charge exchange reaction at KEK.20'2i) In this experiment, the K', Ks and n' mesons

emergiRg iR the forward angles have been detected by the magnet spectrometer to
identify the above reactioR. This hadronic forward productioR proceeds mainly through

the peripheral reaction, and the dominant state which is produced by tke peripkeral

production has quarkonium compoRent. Therefore, the production of the glueball is

expected to be suppressed in thls experiment.

2. ExperimentalApparatus

    Pions were produced in a Cu target of 10 mmÅëÅ~60 mm irradiated with typically 8

Å~10" protons per burst accelerated by the 12 GeV proton synchrotron at NaÅíional

Laboratory of High Energy Physics (KEK). The synchrotron was operated with a
repetition rate of 1/2.5 per second. Then the pions were analyzed their momentum
through the rr-1 beam line consisting of two superconducting bending magnets and
four quadrupole magnets, and focused onto a liquid hydrogen target. The typical
intensity of the 8.06 GeV/c pion beam was 8Å~ IO` per burst with a momentum bite of

1.20fo. The beam size at the target was 30 mm in diameter. The liquid hydrogen target

had a cylindrica} shape of 21 cm in length and 5 cm in diameter.

    The particles emerging from the hydrogen target were deÅíected by the charged and

gamma spectrometer as shown in Fig. 1. The performance of the detector system was
reported already.2i) The charged particies emiÅíted in the forward direction were

analyzed by the window frame magnet with a large aperture which is named BENKEI
and has the field integral of 12 kgauss-m. The effective volume is 1.0(height)Å~1.5

(width)Å~2.2(length)m3. The magnetic field was measured at 8000points in the one
eighth of the effective volume assuming the field symmetry. The trajectries of the

charged particles were recorded by four sets of stacked wire chambers. In each set of

the stacked chambers, one multi-wire proportional chamber (MWPC) and a pair of drift

chambers(DC) were provided for the measurment of vertical or horizontal position.

Therefore, each set of stacked chambers consists of two MWPC's and four DC's. A
pair of DC's are staggered to resolve the left and right ambiguity. Among the 16 DC

planes, five planes are of the charge divisioR Åíype. Thus, the informations from the two
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Figure 1 Experimental layout.

dimeBsional readout are crucial in order to reconstruct the cornplicated pattem of {our

prong event. The counter hodoscope(H2) is used to measure the time of fiight of
particles to distinguish kaoRs and pions. The target is surrounded by twenty-five veto

counters except in the forward direction to reject unwanted events. These veto couva{ers

consisting of scintillator aRd lead sheets are sensitive to not only charged partiÅëles but

also gamma rays. At the latter stage of the experiment, a beam chambers (B3) and a

)vrwPC (WO) were added to improve the measuremnt of trajectries of the lncident beam

and the emitted multiple charged particles, respectively. The TOF counters were also

changed frorr} the counters of 1 cm thick made of NEIIO Åío the ones of 3 cm made of
KYOWA SCSN type.22) This replacement improved the time resolution of the TOF
sysÅíem and made it possible to distinguish the charged kaon and pion. In the early

stage of the experiment, discriminators of constant fraction Åíype were used for the TOF

measurernent, however, at the micldle of running, these discriminators were replaced by

leading edge discriminators and pulse heights were recorded by ADC's. The informa-
tions of pulse heights were used in the off line analysis to correct the time deviation due

to the pulse heights.23)

    The trigger signais for the electronic data acquisition system were provided in the

following two levels. At first the beam signals were geRerated by using the series of

scintillation couRters of Si, Sl', S2, and S2' placed upstream of the }iquid hydrogen

target This signal was also vetoed by the hole counters of HU, HD, SHL and SI-IR. As

was mentioned, in this experiment only four prong evenÅís were measured, so that at

least two hits were required for the upstream hodoscope (Hl) and at least four hits for

the clownstream one (H2). No hit at the target veto counters (TV) and in the
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acceptance of the veto counters (Al, 2, 3) were required. The trigger signals which

satisfied above requirement aRd in colncidence with the beam signals were generated as

the firsÅí level Åírigger. The logic of the first level Åíriggers Åëan be expresed as follows;

       Sl*Sl'*S2*S2'*HO*(Hl>1)*(H2>3)*

                (SHL+SHR+HU+HD+Al+A2+A3+BVI*BV2+TV).

The signals from a}1 chambers were iatched and the analog to digital convertors were

triggered by the first level triggers. The second level triggers were generated by a fast

selective trigger logic module. This CAMAC modu}e conÅíains sixÅíeen raRdom access

memories (RAM) of 256 bits whose 16 address liRes are not coded and act llke a
programmable coincidence rnodule of 64Å~64. In this selective trigger logic the event

whlch kad at least three hits for the MWPC at the center of magnetic field were
selected within about one # second. This trigger mQde is called as "4C trigger".

   The data acquisition sysÅíem in our experiment was unique one using a systera of
encoders and a buffer memory.24) The data latched in the CAMAC modules were
transfered to the eight buffer memories of 16 K bytes. The encoder and buffer memory

system enables us to handle several tens of events per beam spill of 400 m seconds with

very smal! dead time. The data transfered in the buffer memory during the beam spill

were sent to a PDPII/34 minicomputer interfaced by a ordinary branch driver during
the beam off time.

3. DataARalysis

    About l200 hours have been consumed on the data taking run with the 4C trigger

mode. Total l.34XIOii pions were icident on Åíhe !iquid hydrogen target and total
numbers of triggers amounted to be 4Å~ 10fi. The off line analysis of the data has been

performed on the KEK FACOM-HITAC M200H central computer system. The spatial
resolutioR of the drift chambers was measured as the deviation of the hit point from the

fitted point and found to be 800ptm(FWHM). The spatial resolution of the charge
division DC's along the wire directioR obtained by the charge division method was
found to be about 20/e (FWHrv3[) of the wire IeRgth. The resolution of the time of flight

measuremeBt beÅíween the S2 and H2 counÅíers was 500 psec(FWHM).
    In order to select the event of the KÅ}rr\Ks (rr'rr-) n final state, the trajectries of

feur charged particles were reconstructed in vertical and horizoRtal planes separately.

The trajectries are almost straight in Åíhe vertical plaRe because the major componeR{ of

the magBetic field is verÅíical, Therefore, the Åírajectries in the vertical p!ane were

reconstructed for all four prongs successively at first. Then the reconstruction of

trajectries in the horizontal plane was performed. However, the reconstruction in the

horizontal plane was rather cemplicated, because the trajectries are bent by magnetic

field and crossing each other. At first four straight trajecÅíries in front of the magnetic

field were reconstructed from the hits on the WO, Wl and W2 chambers. The
informations from the two dimensional detectors, such as the charge division DC's and

TOF couRters, used in the vertica} track reconstrucÅíion were very usefull. Finally the
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tracks weye fitted by the spline method25) and momentum vectors were obtained.

    The totai momentura distribution in Fig. 2 shows the clear peak around the beam

momentum of 8 GeV/c, sinee the c;oss sectioxx is large in the forward direction.

    From the four charged particles events thus reconstructed, only the events which

are totaly neutral were selected. In order to tag the Ks mesons, the vertex topology of

the vee event was empioyed. Among the two combinations of unlike sign particles we
selected, the one whose sum of Åíwo minimum distances between two tracks at the
tayget region was shorter was seiected. With this selection the ciear Ks peak was
observed in the 2rr mass distribution while the other combination does not give the Ks

peak as shown ln Fig. 3. In order to assigR whick piar to be Ks, the medium point of

tke !ines of the minimum distance between the trajectries of the pair of unlike sign

particles was regarded as a vertex point. Then the distance betweeR two vertex points

was required to be more than 1 cm. Among the two vertex points the one which lied
downstream than the other was regarded as the decay point of Ks. The decay point

was also required to be less than 40cm from the target ceRter, Furthermore the
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invariant mass of the pair of particles from the decay point was required to lie in the

region between 490 and 502 MeV. The cT distribution of thus selected Ks is shown in

Fig. 4, where c and T are the light ve!ocity and the proper decay time, respectively. The

distribution shows the linear exponential decay and a good agreemeRt with the
expected distribution. The deviation at the longer life time is due to the shape of the

acceptance.
    The other vertex point, upstream one, was regarded as the reaction point of the

rr- p - KÅ}Ksrrmp eveRt The distribution of the reaction points along the beam(x) axis is

shown in Fig. 5. The peak at the downstream of the target is a background due to the

tTigger counter(HO). The target cuÅí is indicated in the figure.

    The invariant mass of the two particles from the reaction point also shows the
prominent Ks peak assuming that both particles were pions at this stage. Thls peak is

due to Ks produced in the n" p - KsKsn reaction. The event that Åíhe effective mass of

the two particles lays in the region between 490 and 502 MeV was cut off to eliminate

this KsKsn events.

    At the nexÅí stage the particles of two charged tracks from the reaction point were

identified as KÅ} or rr;. Fig. 6 shows the scatter p!ot of momentum versus the mass of

these traeks which were calculated from the TOF measurement between S2 and H2. As
shown in the figure, the identifica{ion at higher momentum region was rather difficult.

In order to assign the parÅíicle spieees, the following variable R was calculated.

          R == (T,- T.)2+( T,- T,)2 ,

where Ti and T2 are the time of flight of the two partic}es, and Tn and TK were the time

which is calculated by assuming that the particle are pion and kaon, respectively. In

Fig.7, the R distribution for both favorable and opposlte assignments are shown
together with the cut

    Using the kinematical valuab!es of all four particles thus assigned, the missing

mass was ca}culated. The missiRg mass squared distribution is shown in Fig.8. A
single clear peak corresponding to the neutrons and small background at higher mass
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                                              after all cuts.

region are seen. The effective mass of the recoil neutron whose momentum was
obtained from the kinematical ca}cula{ion and one of mesoRs was also calculatecl. This

effective mass distribution shows no structure which is caused by nucleoR resonance er

hyperon. Thus, the rr- p s KÅ}Ksrr"n reactiolt is clearly confumed.

    The effective mass distributiolt of rr'rr- assigned as Ks is shown in Fig. 9. It is

seen that the background contribution from 4rr production is rather small. The mass

resolution of Ks was 9MeV(FWHM). IÅí agrees with the value of the Monte Carlo
calculation with the DC resolution of 800 ptm. Finally 4000 events of K'Ksn4 remained

for both charge states.

    The KÅ}Ksrrpe mass distribuÅíion of the finally selected events is showR in Fig. 10.

The prominent peak is seen around 1.28 and 1.42 GeV. The distribuÅíion was fiÅíted by

the Breit Wigner resonance forrnu}a and background with MINUIT program and is
seenin Fig. Il. The fitted masses and widths are lisÅíed in Table 1. The mass resolution

of the spectrometer was simulated by the Monte Carlo method and found to be 9
MeV(FWHM) in this mass region.
    In Fig. i2a the so-called Chew-Low plot is shown. The mass distribution of the

event whose momentum transfer is greater than O.25 GeV2 is showR in Fig. 12b. Two
peaks are enhanced considerably in this high momentum transfer region.

    The effective mass distributlen of KsKth is shown in Fig. 13a. The sharp rise at the

threshold of the effective mass indieates that there exists the considerable amount of

a (980) which is the iso-vector state of the scalar meson nonet. In the effective mass

distributlon of Krr there is a prominent peak of K* (890) as shown in both Fig. i3b aRd

13c. These features indicate that the considerable amount of Åíhe finai KKrr states were

produced through the intermediate states of arr or K*K.

   The contribution of the arr or K*K state to the intermediate state was sÅíudied

applying tlte cuts. When the events which the K.KÅ} mass lie in the region less than
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1.04 GeV were selectecl, still the two peaks a.t 1.28GeV and l.42GeV in the KK'
srr

distribution remain as shown in Fig. 14a. The number of the events under the peak at

1.28 GeV is the same as that of the all events, whiie the number of events under the

peak at 1.42 GeV is reducecl to be a half of the total events. Thls indicates that the state

at 1.28 GeV mostly decays through the arr mode and about a half of the state at 1.42

GeV decays through the Srr mode, The KKsrr mass d}stributlon whlch inc}udes only
K*, that is to say, the Krr effective mass lies between O.84 GeV and O.93 GeV are

shown in Fig. I4b and 14c. Both distributions include a large fraction of events in the

                                                                      l
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Figure 14a Effective mass distribution of the 14b Effective mass distribution of the

         KsKÅ} rr; state. KsK' rrT state,
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higk mass region and show the dominat production of the K*K intermediate state.

   The Dalitz plot in the mass region of KKrr from 1.40 GeV to 1.44 GeV is shown in

Fig. I5. The line shows the effective mass of KIK Åío be equai to 1.05 GeV. It is seen

that there exists Åíhe K* band and also a considerable amount of events around the a

Xne. The 1.42 GeV peak seems to decay comparably through K*K and arr. As showR
in Fig. 14a, b and c, the 1.42 GeV peak remains after the simple ,K* aRd a cuts. In order

to study two peaks iR more details, it is necessary to do more systematic analysis in

stead of the simple kinematical analysis.

4. XsobarMedelAnalysis

    An isobar mode} analysis26) has been performed to determine the quantum num-

bers of mesons and the decay process, In this analysis, it is assumed that Åíhe rr-p

interacÅíion produces a meson (X) aRd a neutron, then the produced meson decays into

aR isobar and a bachelor meson, and finally an isobar into dimeson as shown in Fig. i6.

The klnernatical variables to descrlbe the productlon of the X rneson are Wand t.

where Wand t are Åíhe invariant mass of the meson and the momentum transfer
squared, respectively. The five independent kinernatical variables, aj, fiJ, x, coj and ej

are sufficient to describe the decay into three mesons iR the Gottfried-Jackson frame by

the conservation of four momenta. The variables, aj, fij and 7j, are the Euler angles of

the three meson decay frame with respect to the Gottfried-Jackson frame as shown in

Fig. I7. The both frames are the rest frame of three mesons. The variab}es, wj and ej,

are the isobar mass and the decay angle of the isobar, respectively. eJ is defined as an

angle between the direction of the isobar aRd the decay particle of k in the frame of

isobar at rest. The subscripts of i k and l denote the three outgoing particles. In our

case, these can be any cyclic permutation of KÅ}, Ks and ff;. It should be noted that the

isobar is always composed of the meson of k and l. The isobar can decay into any oile

of the K'Ks, rrrpKs and rfKÅ} in this case. The subscript 7' indicates all quantities

pertaiRing the isobar.

   The state of the produced meson X wi!l be characterized by a wave function ip in

the form of
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systems. The

          gb ::PC(W, t')lc> , with t'=lt-tminl,
               c
where PC(W, t') is the production amp}itude. In this expression, c denotes a set of

quantum Rumbers (J, M, LJ, 7'j), where ,J and M are the totai spin of the (IL k l) system

ane the z-component of J in the production frame, respectively. LBs the relative
angular moraentum between the isobar and the bachelor meson, whi}e i• is the spin of

the isobar. t is the momentum transfer squared and tmin is the minimum value of -t.

    The transition matrix elements of X into the three partic}e state aye written for the

decay configuration shownin Fig. 17. Note that the momentum vector of the isobar has

the opposlte direction on the 2-axis of the three particle decay frame.

          Gc x ( Wtu,•/rr2Q,•gte)'12 [(2L,• mi- 1)(2J,•+ 1)]'12

             Å~ n DJ-.,,, (a,, te,, 7,) C (L,, j,, ,J IO, - h) tlk'j.,, (e,) T.., (W) ,F,T (co,) ,

               hJ'

where gh and hj are the momentum of the mesoR (k) in the center of mass system of the

isobar and the helicity of the isobar, respectively, Qj denotes the momentum of the
bachelor meson in the G-J frame. D"i•m is the rotation matrix of (2J+1) dimensional
representation of the rotation group. dis so called d function. C(7'i, 1"2, tJ I mi, ma) is t}i{e

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.

    Using the Watson theorem and the relativistic Breit-Wlgner forrn, the reduced
matrix elements of the two body decay TJLJ(W) and Ijl(tuj) are written as

          T,,, ( IV) : (Q,/4 W)i12(B,(Q,))i/2 z( w) ,

          F, (w,) = : (qte/4 tuj)'/2( toj/gi"') BW( w,•) ,

with
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          Bw(tu,) =: (.,- .W,i21( 9ab),r(.,) •

                    pic( wj) Bj(qit( coj))
aRd F(a)i)= Ire                    Ph( cao) Bj(gh( too)) '

where BLj(Qj) is the staRdard BlatÅí-Weiskopf barrier factor wiÅíh the spin of Lj.27) Il" is

Åíhe width parameter. The reduced matrix element Z(W) can be considered as a
constant by taking Åíhe small mass bin of the three meson system.

    For the case iB which the isobar is the S meson(a-KK), the pararneters are
chosen to be cae :O.98 GeV and Te--O.050 GeV. For the case of the isobar(K*-Krr),

the parameters are tue=:O.89 GeV and ro :O.050 GeV.

    The decay matrix elemenÅí is not decomposed inÅío the isospin component, because

the isospin symmetry is not sufficient enough to discribe the KKrr state. The
symrnetry based on the strangeness must be takeR into the analysis. In this case,
G-transformation is symmetric. The wave functions of K*KÅ}K*K represent the
eigen state ef G-parity of positive and negative, respective}y. Therefore, by observing

the interferenÅëe between the K*K aRd K*K waves, tke G-parity can be determined.

    The wave fuctions can be wriÅíten by the eigen state of Åíhe reffectioR par!ty
operator whlch is introduced by T, D. I"Iansen et al.28) and refiect the state with respect

to the x-x production plane iR this case. The wave functions with the different eigen

value do not interfere, so that the correlation matrix can be simpliged. This refiection is

performed by taking the rea} part of the D function for plus eigen value (n = +1) and

imaginary for negative eigen value. (rp=: -i)

    Finally, the yield at each value of mass (W) and t' is expressed as,

          F(W, t') = f:ll]I:I] pC( w, t') G,(y)l2dy ,

where Y represents the five kinematical variables. The present spectrometer ha$ a finite

acceptance of A(W, Y, t'). The accepÅíance A(W, Y, t') was calculated by the
Monte-Carlo method. Therefore, the actual yield Fnor can be written as

          Fnor(W• t') "" fil; I ill] "PCGc(ig)l 2A(W• IZ}, t') dli;

                   ,,,, Åí Åí Åí pCi PC2X,,,2 ,
                      " Cl C2
          where Xcic2 = f GciGc2 A( W, Y, t') dY .

    To obtain the production amp}itudes, PC(W, t'), the extended maximum likelihood

method29) was employed. The following logallsmic likelihood functlon is maximlzed in

the eack mass and t' bin.

                     event          lnL(W, t') : i2] iln[ZlIÅíPC(w, t')G,(li}te)I2]

                      in nc
                   - }n[X ZI XI PCi(W, t') PC2(W, t')Xcic2]I ,
                        n cl c2
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where Gc(Yte) denotes the matrix element calculated for the fe-th event.

    Since the distributlon of five klnematical variables for the K'Ksrr- and K-Ksrr'

states were carefully tested and fouBd to be similar for both charge states, the data of

both charge states were combined in the partial wave analysis. The analysis should be

performed for each t' bin. However, due to the Iimited statistics of the data, the value of

t' was fixed to e.1 GeV2 in thls Monte-Carlo calculation, and the events of which t' is

less than 1.2 GeVZ were included in the analysis. The events were sorted in the KKrr
mass (W) of 20 MeV bin. The soluÅíion was searched for each mass bin independently.
    The automated soltttion searching procedure3e) was used iRcorporating with the

mocliSed version of OPTIME3i) fitting package. The input waves which were tested in

the analysis are Iisted in Table2. The waves are described by the set of quantum
numbers (JPGIsLMrp). J, Pand G are the total spin, parity and G-parity of the
produced meson, respectively. Is, L, M and rp denote the isobar, the relative angular

momentum between isobar and bachelor meson, the magnetic quantum number of the
meson at production frame, and the exchange naturality, respectively. The parity Pis

determined by the parities of the isobar and the bachelor meson and L
    For the isobar which decays into the KK system, the states oÅí IC<JP)ww-1"(O"> and

1"(1ww) are ailowed because of the symmetrical property of the KK system But only the

a meson(1-(O")) satisfies this condition in this mass region. By the conservation of

G-parity, the states of the positive charge conjugation (C= +1) are allowed to decay

into Srr. Therefore, among the mesons of interest the isoscalar meson of J"C = O-' and

I" are allowed, while the 1"- mesons are forbidden to decay into Srr.

    The K* (890) meson is also a candidate of the isobar which should be considered

in this mass region. The K*K waves contain both G-parity states.

    Concerning to the re!ative angular momentum between the isobar and bachelor
meson, only the Sand Pwaves were included in the analysis.

Table 2 List of the fitted waves

Testedwaves Fittedwaves Testedwaves Fittedwaves
JPGJsBLMrp IPGIsBLMo fPGIsBLMop fPGfsBLMrp

O--l-6rrSO-y O--}-6,TSO-i- 1+-K*I<DO+ ttttt"T--tt-t+-

1++o"rrPO+ l++o"•ffPO-l- 1++K*KDl+ ttLttttTttt-tt-

l-l--F6rrPl-t- l-i--+-57rP1+ 1-F-K"KD1+ .t-.--..-tt-..-

O--FK*KPO+ O-+K*KPO"- 1++6rrPI- I++o"/TP1-
O--KYx"po+ ----"--t---+-----" IÅÄ+K*KS1- .t-ttt.--.t-t-.

l++K*I<SO-F M+K'l<SO-F 1+-K"I<Sl- tttt--Ttttt-tt-

1-F-K"KSO-Y I+-Kvx'so+ l--f-K*K!)O- ]-+K"1<PO-
l++K*KS1+ tttt-ttt-tt-ttT 1--K*KPO- l--K*KPO-
I+-KY<S1-F .tttt...-.ttttr l-+K"KPl- t--ttttt-tT-tL-

1--ifK"KP1-t- ttttttttTttttt- 1--K'KP1- t--tt-t-"t---t+

l--11<"I<IP1+ ttttt-tt-tttttN 1++K*KDl- tT-tt+tt-tT-t--

l++K*KDO+ tt-.--..ttt-ttt I"-K"KD1- t--ttVtt-t--Ttt
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5. Results of tke Fitting

    The soluÅíions were searched for various combination of inltial values in each KKrr

effecÅíive mass bin. The set of tested waves and the waves which are found to be
sufficieRt to describe the data are listed in Table. 2.

    The distribution of five kinematical variables of the data were compared with the

Monte Carlo event using the gtted amplltude of the above mentioned waves. The
selutions reproduce the measured distributions of five kinematical variables (co, e, cr, B,

7), as is seen in Fig. 18.

    The intensities of the signMcant waves corrected wiÅíh the acceptance are shown in

Fig. 19.a-d. The wave of J=1, P == -i-, G =+, Is==0 (Isobar), B== rr (bachelor), L":P,

M :O and n= +(1++SrrPO+) has a peak at l28 GeV which corresponds to the D
(l280) meson, There is Ro significant peak at 1.42GeV in this wave, while the
O-+ 8rrSO+ wave has a large amplitude at 1/42 GeV. The O-+K'KPO+ wave has
the broad peak at 1.52 GeV. The 1--K"KPO- wave increases its amplitude as the
mass goes up to the 1.6 GeV region. The other waves do not show the stable behavior.

For instance, the 1+ rmK*SO-l- and l++.K*SO+ waves are interestiRg to search for
the missing isoscalar of J"C=:l"we and l" nonets, however these waves show no peaks.

The phase motion is also unable to be con5rmed for these waves.

    Since the 1.28 GeV peak in the effecÅíive mass distribution is mainly due to the

l+ + arr and a small contribution from the Orm + Srr waves, this peak corresponds te the

productien of the D (1280) meson and it is also consistent with the result obtained from
the rprrrr production daÅía reported by Ando et al.20)

    The peak observed at i.42GeV in the effective mass distribution of the KK
system coins;des with the peak in the Om + 8rrSO+ wave. The spin parity of O-' can be
assigned Åío the E (l420) meson. This assignment agrees with that by Chung et al.i8) but

disagrees with that by Dionisi et al.iO) ChuRg et al. reported that the O-+K*K wave

has a large contrihution in this mass. This result is also consistent with the observation

of the pseudoscalar resonance iR the nrrrr final state at 1.42 GeV20), because the S (980)

meson can decay into the rprr system.

    Thus, presenÅí assignment of the spin-parity aRd the decay mode are the same as

the t (1440) meson found in J/ip radiative decay. However, the present result on mass

and width of the E(1420) mesoR(35 MeV) are different and smaller than those of the

t (1440) meson (76 MeV).

    There is a broad structure above the 1.42 GeV peak in the effective mass distribu-

tion. The O-+K*K wave which has a peak around 1.52 GeV has a rather large
amplitude. The O-+K*K wave and the Owu + 0rr wave are the complementary in this
analysis. For instance, when the e-+K*K wave is set to be zero, the O-+ Srr wave
must be large. However, in this region, the K*K wave dominates over the 6rr wave
according to the kinernatica} analysls as mentioned IR the previous section. The result

of the partial wave analys!s that the Orm +K*K wave dominates above 1.42 GeV agrees

with the kinematical one. However, it is not clear whetlter the enhancement around
1.52 GeV is a resonance which corresponds to a isoscalar of J"C==O" nonet or not,

because the present analysis dose Rot include higher partial waves and our invariant
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comparlson.

mass region is limited below l.6 GeV.

    The observation of the isoscalar of 1" Ronet at a mass of 1.53 GeV in the

K-p-->(KÅ}Ksrr\)A reaction was reported by Gavillet et al.32) It is called D' and

observed in the peripheral production. The enhancement in the O-+K*K wave is also

peripheral but the spin parity is different with D'.

    The increase of the 1--K*KPOm wave up to 1.6GeV region seemed to be
mainly due to the production of tu or Åë' which are the isoscalar vector meson state. The

increase of the wave may relate with the decrease of the O- +K*K wave at high mass

region which makes the 1.52 GeV peak like a resonance.
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6. CoRclusions

    4000 samples of KÅ}KIsrr' have been successful}y co}iected. The Ks mesons were
tagged by the vertex topology and the effective mass calculation in present analysis.

The charged kaon and pions are clearly distinguished by the TOF method. The recoil

neutron was identified clearly by the missing mass calcu}ation. The selection of the
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events from the background of four charged pions has been satisfactorily performed.

Two enhancements around 1.28GeV and 1.42GeV in the K'Ksrr; effective mass
distribution have been observed. The fitted mass and width with the Breit-Wigner
functioR at 1.42 GeV were 1.424Å}O.O06 GeV and 35Å}6 MeV, respectively. Those at the

1.28 GeV region are also found to be 1.280Å}O.O06 GeV(W) and 15Å}5 MeV(r). The so

called S cut enhanced these peaks. This indicates that these states decay malnly
through the 6rr intermediate staÅíe. However, the K* cut also enhances the peak around

1.42 GeV. The Dalitz plot in the mass region of the KKrr system around 1.42 GeV
shows the K* band and a considerable amount of events around Åíhe S line. The mass

region near l.5 GeV is dominated by the K*K production rather Åíhan the three body

phase space distributioR.

   The partial wave analysis has been performed Åío study the iRtermediate state, spin

and pariÅíy especially at the 1.42 GeV peak. The 1+ + 5rrPO+ wave has a peak at 1.28

GeV which corresponds to D(1280). The Om + 0rrSO+ wave showed a prominent mass
structure around 1.42GeV. The enhancement at 1.42GeV in the effective mass
distribution and that in the Orm + SrrSO+ wave correspond to the E(1420) meson. Our

data favor the Oua' assignment for the E(i420) meson. This state decays mainly lnto 8rr

and seems to have rather sma}1 decay width into K*K+K*K.
   The mass region around l.52 GeV is dominated by the O-+Kr*KPO+ wave.
However, it is not clear whether nonresonant background causes such effect or there

exisÅís another pseudoscalar meson.
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